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Switzerland and Wales.

First picture is one from an old trip to Switzerland, 5th July 2019 - a remote valley called
'Vorauen', a lake created for Hydro Electricity by the Swiss, fantastic scenery & friendly
people, the valley is like a fjord, one road in & out. Great walking and very peaceful.
The second,
more recent,
was a very wet
week in early
October at the
Wirral Country
Park
overlooking the
Dee Estuary
towards Wales
when we had
some fantastic
sunsets and
cloud pictures.
Here's one we
called 'a Welsh
Dragon
chasing a
Cloud Monster'
- can you see
it?
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MOTORCARAVANNING AT ITS BEST IN ROMAHOME UNITS.

A Romahome takes
shape.

I am working
on an idea for
an under-bed
door in the liftout section that
goes where the
Luton bit lifts
out, perhaps
plans for it in a
future
publication.
Kind regards,

Janet &
Frank
Price 2314
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An early Romahome ready for fitting
to a C15.

Soon after the club was formed, a
few lucky members had the
opportunity to visit the Island
Plastics factory to meet the staff,
and see how our Romahomes were
made. Sadly, no more
Romahomes !

We appear on the BBC TV.

Dear Members..

The extended channel gives sufficient reach for the spindle to lodge in the retainer jam
whilst the added washers stop the spindle from being retracted from its guide socket.
The Work Around

I couldn't resist taking these photos off the
TV. This is from Bake Off's Extra Slice
when Maggie had to leave the show.
The producers included her Romahome on
her leaving cake!

Jacqui Norton

The Romaclub credits BBC’s Bake
Off Extra Slice.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Have you ever wondered what would happen if you became unwell at a rally and no one
around you knew who to contact in an emergency? Our membership secretary, Tamara,
came across this suggestion.
An ICE (in case of emergency)
wallet could hold all your
important contacts and medical
needs. They are available online
for a fiver. Failing that, a sealed
envelope marked ICE could hold
all the information needed. We
are recommending that all rally
attendees bring such a thing with
them and ask that organisers of
rallies and meets could keep the
wallets or envelopes safe until the
rally is over. This could be especially important for those of us that travel alone or have
specific medical needs.
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With a bit of TLC the old modified spindle was used
again [ I will likely extend the channel on the new
spindle as a
spare when I'm
not under time
pressure of "Your
dinner’s on the
table!" ]
To avoid a further
breakdown due
to rust corrosion
a non ferrous spacer would be required. Looking
around I found a couple Plastic screw cups that were
opened out with an 8mm drill. It was then a straight
forward job to grease the spring, degrease locations
Figure 3 New Assy + Spacers
for a bead of silicone and re-assembly.
"What are you asking ?". YES the NEW assembly does work and retains the door open
until released by the pull handle.
I'm off now to have my dusted cod and veg, not allowed chips.

"

Yu Don'wana Do Thaa!!"
Did Ant really suggest that Vaseline was a good medium to
put onto rubber to keep it supple. Well yes, it will plump up
the door and window rubbers but at a cost of a loss of
elasticity and with repeated use will speed up perishing.
Better by Far
Would be to use Silicone in spray or grease as it will
preserve the rubber without it going soft or loss of elasticity.
Use any product recommended as a preservative and
lubricant for rubber.

Frederick O’Hare
. I should add that I have no issue with Ant's other
Vaseline hints.
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Inside your Review

From Your Editor...........
At the Rally and AGM at Woodbridge having had to leap up from my sunning doze to stop
the open back door from slamming shut as every time it was caught by an occasional
gust of wind it became apparent that the retainer holding the door open was no longer
doing what had been claimed on the tin.

“Be careful what you wish for ! “

Phew ! Did I get some copy—so much so that
I thought I would have to hold some over for the
Spring edition.

Opening the packet and breaking down the
assembly to its individual parts, apart from the lack
of two screws the replacement was going to be
straightforward. Removing the old retainer from the
back door and companion socket from the van body
Figure 1: Old & New parts Kit
was simply done by unscrewing the posidrive
screws and easing the latch away from the sealant [ Note, I did not remove the old
sealant for fear of damaging the body of the van]. I was curious to note that the spring of
the assembly removed had been compressed with several corroded and rusty washers
but thought that this was to boost the week spring action.
A quick wipe of clear meths at the locations to remove dirt and grease made a sound bed
for the new parts. Carefully extruding a thin bead of silicone sealant to the new parts they
were assembled and screwed down with the old screws
noting that they were 5mm longer! JOB DONE

But not to worry. With my usual skill, and a few extra
pages, 95% of it made it into this Winter edition of
your favourite club magazine.
The ‘Items to load,’ and the ‘Spring Cleaning' items
will make it next time, together with all the new
epistles that will be heading my way. ( I HOPE. )
Good News.
We now have a website. It is independent, so no
need to sign into any other club, as last year.
Find it on :-w w w . r o m a c l u b . o r g
There is a members only section, which will give details
of your contacts, and all the rallies we hope you will
be arranging over the next few months.
The password will be on your membership card.
The Spring Review will give advice on how to set
something up for a `get together’.
Special thanks go to Steve Nunn,
who set up the website for us.

Not quite, The latch handle was waggling about not
meeting the retainer jam! Stripping the latch from the door
again all the dimensions of the components old and new
were identical [ curiouser and curiouser said Alice!]. Closer
inspection revealed that the channels running up the old
pull handle extended right up to the handle knob.
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it was George Brown, when
taking over as Prime Minister,
who was told :-

This was the case when I appealed to you all, for
copy for the Review.

After some fruitless searching for a replacement on
the web I discovered the very item on the shelf at
"GT Towing" just round the corner from me at
Hatfield. Packaged and suppled by Pennine Leisure
and priced at £17 it seemed a bit steep, but at least
I did have the product in my hand rather than the
lottery of an unknown supplier from some distant
shore beyond the Suez Canal.

Ah ha, "Ting"; the penny has dropped !
The part had been modified to accommodate the thicker
door.

I think

Figure 2 New & Old Pull Handle
Spindle. Note difference

Our Rally Officer, Susan Johnson, has been busy
making arrangements for next year’s
National / AGM Rally, which moves north to Ripon,
following your vote to move the event
around the country..See page 7 .

Allan.
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A warm welcome to
Hi Romahomers it’s me El Presidente.
I hope you have all stayed safe during this Pandemic.
My health has not changed much fortunately, just
plodding along with the old Parkinson's.
I hope you all had a wonderful time this summer, plenty of Romahoming holidays
rallies etc .
The Club is going from strength to strength thanks to the new committee.
Well done .
This year’s AGM went very well just like the old times.
I really enjoyed it. I hope to see you all at the AGM in 2022.
I hope your vans have not given any trouble and are just as reliable as ever .
I have been in touch with Sarah Bailey, Brian's wife, and Brian is still in a home
but is doing well.
I sent our regards from the Romaclub .
Anyway hope you all have a lovely Christmas and best wishes for the New Year

Bill Steers
President

Kevin and Yvonne Nield of Wyesham, Monmouth, Wales.
Sharon Court of Fareham in Hampshire.
John Michael Johnson in Bude, down in Cornwall.

Have you forgotten to renew ?

Transfer £20.00 of your pocket money to Romaclub, not forgetting
to use your membership number as the reference.
Our bank account is :-

Can members please inform the Membership Secretary of
change of address. We don’t want the Review to go astray
Dear Members..

Farewell

It is with much regret that I have to say I’ve had to sell my Romahome. Old age is
catching up I’m afraid,80 in the new year.
Happy Xmas to everyone, and good luck to all Romahomers homers for the future
Kind regards

George
Your Romaclub committee

Hi,
Numbers.
I am not a writer, but would love to see content regarding the various models, i.e.
when they went into production, how long for, how many got sold etc etc,
I have an R40 and would be particularly interested in their story. kind regards,
Miranda Archer
I would think that the only person who would have any idea of numbers, would be
our President, Bill Steers, who was the buyer at Island Plastics / Romahome. AH.

Your FREE Sales and wants….
Awning to fit a C15 for sale.
I have a C15 van and it came with a tent thing that goes over the back
and it’s up for sale. price £150

4
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HELP !!

Dear Members..

The thing that I would like to share with other Romahomers is that, three years on, we
are still grieving the retirement of Ant of Avon Motor Caravans near Bristol Airport.
In 2019 I took our van into the garage in Taunton that had adopted the designation Avon
Motor Caravans, for a service and habitation check.
I didn't get to speak to the person that had done the service, but I was given a list of
faults that he had identified, most of which I felt didn't need fixing, and I came away with
an eye-watering bill.
It was so different from our experience with Ant, in which you looked at the van together,
and he took the view " If it ain't broke, don't fix it!"
Once we drove under a barrier that was a bit too low and knocked off the roof vent.
Ant took a replacement out of his cupboard and fixed it there and then, commenting that
we weren't the first people to do it.
The same happened when we knocked off the cover for the hook-up plug.
Is there a Romahome specialist in the south west now? Or a semi-specialist ?
Someone who has some experience of dealing with Romahomes; and ideally a garage
where you get to talk to the person who's doing the work?

Richard Lee
Do you know anyone that fits the bill ?
Contact Richard on :Romahome – Campervan or Motorhome?
This is sometimes a contentious issue as some sites don’t distinguish between the two
when making their charges.
We were on a Caravan Club site on the Gower Peninsular in our little van. We went out
daily and just used the ehu overnight. On the next pitch was the biggest caravan we
had ever seen. Brought onto site with a huge truck it accommodated two families who
were there for the season. The awning was the same size as the caravan and it
contained a tumble drier, microwave and numerous other electrical items. There was
also a gazebo, a 4x4 SUV and another car. We asked the warden if they have smaller
pitches for campervans but the answer was in the negative.

VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
So another year ends and a new one begins.
It would have been nicer if when we confined 2021 to history we could
have sent Covid19 with it.
Sadly that is not the case and as I write this, the signs are that another
wave of infections is ready to hit us. Once more we are having to dig deep into
our reservoir of resilience and patience.
We may be called upon once more, to make sacrifices for the good of the
community, and of course that is what we will do, whether the community is just
your close family, a wider circle of friends and colleagues or the larger
community of society in general.
It is a good time to remember that here in Romaclub we are also a
community. A group of different people from different backgrounds who have
come together with one common bond.
We can support each other in so many ways.
Why not reach out to a fellow member that you know and offer support
and friendship.
Maybe a quick phone call to ask ‘How are you doing?’
Better still, why not think about organising a rally or meet so that we can get
together in 2022.
When Romahomes gather together they are invincible!

Here’s to a better future for us all,
and keep the Romaclub flag flying.

All pitches pay the same.
On a happier note – we camped in North Wales where we weren’t even a campervan.
We were classed as a van and a tent (free standing awning).
What experiences have you had ?

Kath and Keith
24

Sheldon Mahn,
Chairman.

in Sandwich.
5

Lives & Loves......

Outlook Problems.

I wrote in the last magazine about the leaking roof light that we had on our Outlook.
Since then I have had another couple of problems - they say things come in threes.
After our last trip the van was due for it’s MOT. We checked it all out before taking it
down and it was fine. When I went to collect it, I had the bad news that it failed on the
air bag light being on which was not on when it went in. The garage said they could not
do it and will need an auto electrician and it could be the ECU needs renewing.
I phoned a couple of electricians and left messages. In the mean time I thought I would
look on the Internet to gather some info so that I knew what the electrician might come
up with.
One writer said he was quoted £500 by the local garage and £800 by the main dealer.
(Heart palpitations!) Reading down further, another writer said to try and take the
connections apart that are under the seat and spray it with cleaner. Being under the
seat the connections are clean anyway but I went up and tried it and SURPRISE
SURPRISE the light went out. Re MOT’d and the total cost was ZERO. I was really
pleased and gave myself a pat on the back
We had a week at East Wittering near Winchester (Nice area) and had another week
planned in Derbyshire to put our vintage Sidecar outfit on show at the Crich Tramway
Museum motorcycle day in October as well as our holiday. As we guessed that we
were in for some chilly times, I checked out the Eberspacher heater which I found to be
not working. I checked the fuses which all looked intact, pulled connections apart and
sprayed them all to no avail. I phoned an Eberspacher repair garage and booked it in.
My daughter’s partner suggested the fuses which I said I had done but the next day
I had a better look. Every fuse was checked with a meter and one was found with no
circuit even though the fuse was intact. A new set of fuses were bought as another was
suspect and changed. Tried the heater again - SUCCESS.
Unfortunately, that was not the end of the story. As the week was coming up to the
Crich week, we had the fuel crisis. I tried a few times to get fuel to no avail. We could
not take a chance on getting there and not being able to get fuel as it is about 200 miles
from Kent so had no choice but to cancel everything. Very disappointing.
The only good thing to come from it was the fact that I SORNed it before the end of
September and got some tax back as well as saving a fair bit of money on the holiday.
It was especially disappointing as I had wanted to do Crich for some time and you
never know what next year will bring and if we will get another chance.
Here’s wishing you all a trouble free time with your Romahome.

Dave & Yvonne Johnson. 2163.
6
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Lives & Loves......

Homage to our C15

After 28 years of service and nineof them with us, our Hytop is showing it’s age.
The rust in the bonnet and wings is laying claim to more of the venerable shell.
The engine is a strong as ever and thanks to our local garage has had lots of tender
care; but the parts we need are now rather scarce. The latest to fail as the driver’s
window that descended independently, thankfully on a warm day.
It is sad and we have been remembering the enjoyment and experiences that it has
given us.
Being an Angle – Frangle, it attracts a lot of attention in France.
Here are a few of the comments, we have had;- “What have you done to our van?!!
- Do you really still go around in a quinze?
- My grandfather had one of those!
-It is so small! How do you fit in?
Some of our encounters:
- “You do speak French?”
We reply in the language.

2022 National / AGM Rally.
To whet your appetite
Following the success of the National 2021, your committee
are now scratching their heads to keep you entertained as
successfully in 2022.
This brief resume, we hope, will encourage you to support us and book
early, it does help!
The National and AGM 2022 will be held at:-

“ That’s good, I saw the Citroen and did not realise you were foreign.” This was from a
customs Officer on the French / Belgium border. He asked if we had anything to
declare and asked to see in the back. The sight of a tandem bicycle down the aisle,
bags on the benches and other assorted items made up his mind for him;
“Off you go and welcome to Belgium”.
We stopped at Leclerc, looking for a coolbox, as the weather was very hot.
The first failed, so back inside and the second one failed.
‘ You are in an English van?’ ‘no, C15 but from England.’
‘Ah! Your negative and positive are the other way around!’
‘Why?’ we say. ‘who knows!’ said the Manager was a smile.
We stopped at a service area, on the way to the South of France and upon getting out,
we were approached by an enthusiastic gentleman. He could not believe that he had
never seen a C15 like ours! We explained the accommodation was manufactured in the
UK but the rest was French – honest! It turned out that his hobby was making scale
models of French made vehicles and could he take photographs? Certainly!
So somewhere in France is a scale model of our Romahome.
So to the future! Another van or revert to a tent? The more we thought, the more we
could not decide. The economics favours the tent but the heart does not. Our solution
was to try the Glamping option that the C&CC have.
No, missed the cosy atmosphere and facilities of the van, so we have bought a Duo
Plus and we are very excited and looking forward to getting into more conversations
about the pedigree of our van.

Peter and Helen Spickett
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Lockside Caravan Park,
Ripon,
North Yorkshire
between the 20th and 23rd May.
As the results of the vote were to move the National around the four
points of the compass it is now the turn of the North.
Don’t be daunted, we are really very friendly.
Ripon is the third smallest city in the U.K. and is the gateway to the
Yorkshire Dales.
With this beautiful surrounding scenery in mind we have booked a
coach tour for Saturday which will wind through spectacular Dales
villages, stopping for morning coffee, and then on to Hawes for lunch
and time to explore this interesting small town.
We have even accommodated your pooches on the trip!
Well behaved dogs ,on a short lead,and not on the seats are welcome.
Let’s show the coach operator how good our dogs are, it might
encourage other companies to follow suit.
Other ideas to keep you amused and entertained, including a ceilidh
band, are in the pipeline so make a note of the date.
We look forward to seeing you in Yorkshire.

Susan Johnson
Rally Officer.
7

From Times Past.

A Festive Task

Roma Review Summer 2013.

We have all done it! With the return of frosty weather, we use the windscreen wipers to
clear the frost from the wind screen.. Overnight the wipers have frozen to the glass and
the action rips the rubber from the glass destroying the vital edge that is the difference
between clarity and streaky tramlined rainbows.
What is the cure? Buy a couple bottles of wine!.. I see
I have your attention.. Not fussy about type or colour but the
bottles must have the old-style corks. Carefully extract the
corks and set aside the wine.. [ For H&S you cannot drink
the wine yet ].
Trim the corks to about 40mm length with a fine tooth saw..
About 4mm from the end of the cork drill a fine pilot hole and
open out with a 4mm dia drill... Feed a 350mm length of good cord through hole and
reef knot ends to form a loop.. Place the cork and loop under the windscreen wiper arm
to lift the blade clear of the screen.. Feed the looped cord
down through the scuttle grill and hook it back up through
another hole.. Pass the cork through the corded loop and place
back under the wiper arm.. There you have it no damaged
wipers and money in your pocket for another couple of bottles!
Congratulations. You may now pour the wine into a glass and
"Bottoms Up" for a great festive season..

Reminder
If your Roma has to live outside but you can
run power to the vehicle don't forget to
protect the water pump and keep the cold
damp air a bay.. With the water tank drained
there remains a residue of water in the pump
that in freezing weather can split the pump
shell [It did in my case].. As a precaution
I use a 15W cable heater wrapped round the
pump. To minimise damp I use the a mini
dehumidifier [strapped to a board to stop it
toppling when driving].. The unit works by
chilling the air forming condensation but
stops working at about 12°c.. The mini tube heater helps to a degree and timed on
during night.
Freddy O’Hare again.
8
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Round and about............

Dave, Sue and Mini.

Dear Friends, Romahomers, and Countrymen, Lend me your ears,
Sue and I would like to share our experience of camping with our Romahorne Dimension
early this October at Monks Barn Farm near Stratford on Avon.
Although the camp site is affiliated to The Caravan and Motorhome Club,who have their
own camping field, there is a separate field for non-members and two rally fields with up to
16 EHUs.
There are male and female washrooms and a shower.
A medieval thatched barn is available for hire on a daily basis at an additional modest
cost.
Local eggs, honey, preserves and cakes can be obtained via an honesty box in the
farmyard. The farm is a working farm, but the owners have fully enclosed the livestock so
dogs are welcomed on the site.
The campsite is located about two miles south of Stratford on Avon, bordering the banks
of the River Stour along which there is a beautiful riverside walk, which Mini loved. Into the
medieval village of Clifford Chambers, a spectacular old village with ancient buildings,
thatched cottages and friendly pub, The New Inn hotel, that welcomes dogs and has a
comprehensive lunch and dinner menu.
Sue and I shared four huge tapas bringing back memories of Spain but filling us so we had
no room for any of the superb desserts on offer,
For a slightly longer walk, about 2/3 miles, we walked from the farm into Stratford along
country paths and crossing only one major road until we came to the Festival Theatre.
Stratford is normally very crowded but at this time of year there was plenty of space to
enjoy its familiar delights and discover hidden gems.
Whilst on the site we journeyed the few miles to Shipston onStour and Moreton in the
Marsh (there is a bus stop just outside the site), but Cotswold delights like Broadway,
Chipping
Camden,Stow on the Wold, Bourton on the Water etc are not far away,
Altogether we had a very enjoyable Autumn break,
We shall certainly go again and may even suggest a rally/meet out of the main holiday
season to take advantage of the lack of crowds.

Dave and Sue Johnson and Mini.
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Lives & Loves......

Spring 2021
A Northumberland Break

Following a difficult winter for all of us I needed a
break and so headed north solo in Jethro my 1996 Hylo. On my High Wycombe to
Dunstanburgh journey I stopped overnight near Selby and at The Jug Inn at Chapel
Haddlesey, found through my Britstops book. It’s an ideal overnight pitch with an
electric hook up, super pup grub and a rural view over a gentle waterway. The next day
it was on to the Dunstan Hill Camping and Caravanning Club site. When I visited in late
April it was still operating a no-facilities regime. Over the next ten days the weather
was, well let's call it mixed. Beautiful clear blue skies and torrential rain with howling
winds were all tasted.
I can recommend Dunstan Hill as it has a very pleasant and easy 15-minute walk
through woods and fields to one of the best beaches in England, Embleton Bay’s
Dunstan Beach. Beautiful clean, fine sand, backed with dunes, and it appears almost
undiscovered. Sometimes my footprints were the only ones visible. Reaching the beach
and making a right turn, it's a gentle stroll to Dunstanburgh Castle via a coastal path.
Then on to Craster and its harbour for all manner of smoked fish. I can thoroughly
recommend the Craster Kipper Bap for a warm, smoky, fishy delight from Robson and
Sons. Just follow the aromatic smoke to find it.
If you had chosen instead to walk left along the beach you would reach Low Newton by
the Sea and a beautiful pub, The Ship Inn, that brews its own ale and serves truly
imaginative and tasty lunches and suppers.
When the weather discouraged my walking or biking, I took the bus that stops right
outside the site. One day to Seahouses for cakes and ice cream. The last time I was
there I took the short boat trip to the Farne Islands to hear about Grace Darling’s
bravery and see some of the 6,000 strong grey seal population. Another day I went to
Alnwick for shopping and a stroll around the charming small market town. I read and
rested comfortably in the famous Barter’s Book shop, and of course, left with half a
dozen books, some still unopened! Possibly the biggest used book shop in the UK,
Barters is warm and welcoming rather like the people of Northumberland.
I, for one, can't wait to return.

Mike White

( 3721 )

The nudist section of our club is having a little get together
in the new year.
If you have nothing on that day, why not come along ?
( Joke stolen from Tony Blackburn, BBC Radio 2. )
9

Round and about............

Autumn Adventuring.
WoWo.

After the wonderfully successful AGM, off to WoWo we went for a weird and wonderful
Autumn adventure. WoWo is in the Ashdown Forest area of East Sussex, next door to
the National Trust gardens of Sheffield Park and the Bluebell heritage steam railway.
WoWo is a strange sort of a site, befitting alternative alternatives and we fitted in just
great! Ancient customised vehicles were home to some of the working on site
residents. Only 2 Romahomes camping at this time of year, but in the Summer one can
imagine all the family fun, communal singing around the camp fire, sharing soup and
bread. By day yoga and pilates and hot tubs and foraging and herbal medicine
courses.
The weather was more than kind to us, as it had been in Dan’s Meadow and we
managed to sit out until dusk, sharing delicious local cheeses and locally brewed cider.
We talked about what WoWo might mean……
Wonderfully outlandish, weirdly odd, wonderful opportunities, weird odd bods.
No, none of those! We were reliably informed it stood for ‘working wonders’ and that’s
exactly what this short break with Roma pals did!! Worked wonders!
(Check out WoWo camping on You tube).
>> Page 11 >>

What’s New ?
What News ?

Tom Cat Farm, Copdock.

On our way to Suffolk for the AGM weekend we stopped for the night at Tom Cat Farm,
Copdock. ( a caravan and camping club site) it had excellent facilities and was
spotlessly clean. I thought this would be worth mentioning in the Magazine as it is a
place where you can have your van serviced and a habitation check. They also sell gas.
You can spend the night in their B&B while this is done.
Ginny Duly.

ROMACLUB CELEBRATION TRAYS
We hope that all of you who attended the AGM are
enjoying your 35th anniversary trays. We shall be taking
supplies to rallies and the AGM next year. If you feel you
can’t wait till then the club finances are such that we can
arrange to have them posted to you. Drop me a line at
chairman.romaclub@gmail.com or give me a ring on
07771364801 and we will get them packed up and posted
to you.
2nd class postage is £3.20.
Sheldon Mahn.

Top Tip: If you would rather not
have your van smell of frying fish
and you have a portable camping
stove, then why not invest in a
‘korean barbeque grill’ available
online and in large camping
outlets. Splendid for cooking fish.
Also very handy for grilling bacon,
sausages and steaks.

Sheldon Mhan.
The graves set in a leafy bower
With mould their age decree
But ageless is the miracle
Of this ancient tree.

Poetry Corner
The Old Yew at Stoke Gabriel
Devon

Oh let me dream of past gone by
A generation who
Worshipped in this Parish Church
Like modern people do.

One of the oldest trees in Britain
Is this ancient Yew
It stands in the Churchyard
And dominates the view.

And here declare their faith in God
And immortality
Forever burgeoning here in trust
As does this ancient tree.

Some say it’s a thousand years
Others say it’s more
As old as the Church itself
Its roots lead to the door.
Around the tree’s a motto
Which many people read
‘Tread backwards round this old
gnarled trunk
Be granted all you need.’
I prefer to contemplate
The sheer age of this tree
Its branches propped but still with
leaves
A sight for all to see.

Shirley Baker
Musings,or

things to think about.

I must go down to the sea again,
To the lonely sea and sky;
I left my shoes and socks there,
I wonder if they’re dry ?
Spike Milligan.
Thanks to Helen Davison for this.
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QUICK BRETON FISH
STEW

And a second Autumn adventure to
Norman’s Bay, East Sussex, a camp
site right next to the beach.
John Masefield’s wonderful poem
‘Sea Fever’ springs to mind……
‘I must go down to the sea again, to
the lonely sea and the sky’.
Spike Milligan penned his own
version…..

Imaging touring the Brittany coast in your
Romahome savouring the bistro’s and bars selling delicious fish courses. Well now you
can have the taste of Breton in your own van with this quick and simple recipe that
only requires a quick trip to a local
supermarket.
Requirements: two burners, one
large saucepan, one frying pan.

So, off we went to the sea, three
Roma people and one famous Roma
dog, Herbie, the renowned AGM
best in show winner and most
obedient. Rosettes to prove it too
although Carl would insist the award
for most obedient was awarded to
him!!! Yeah, right. Carl and Ginny
and I just laughed!!

Preparation time: 30 mins.
Ingredients: 500gms new or salad
potatoes
1
1
1
1

bulb fennel
medium brown onion
leek
carton chopped tomatoes with
garlic and chilli
1 pack pre-cooked seafood
2 sea bass fillets
2 tbsp cooking oil (preferably
olive), salt, pepper

Method:
1. Cut potatoes into 1 inch chunks and boil until cooked, drain and put to one side.
2. Coarsely chop brown onion and fennel (including the green bits) and sweat in the oil
over a low heat until soft. Season with salt and pepper
3. Chop the leek into half inch pieces and add to the pan, cover with 250mls of water
(or fish stock if it is available) and simmer until cooked.
4, Add the carton of tomatoes (with extra chilli flakes if you are feeling adventurous),
sea food and potatoes and keep
hot on a low heat.
5. Season the sea bass fillets
and gently fry skin side down
till fully cooked and the skin is
crispy.
6. Spoon stew into bowls and
place sea bass fillet on top,
garnish with parsley and lemon
if preferred and serve with a
green salad and crusty bread.
Bon appetit!
>> 19 >>
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So where was this sea? Norman’s
Bay, East Sussex, a favourite CCC
campsite of mine and just 40
minutes from home. We agreed that
staying close to home is just as
WoWo
enjoyable as travelling further
afield. The site had everything we
needed and more and our delicious 3 course Halloween lunch in the nearby Star Inn was an
added bonus.
And so, what’s next?
Winter wandering, I guess. For me, a time to
decorate the camper for Christmas and take friends
out walking in the forest and back for camper soup,
mince pies and Christmas cake and grandchildren to
have lunch with in the camper in the driveway.
So much fun to be had.
Thank you to my special Roma pals for sharing
these Autumn adventures.

Looking forward to many more fun Roma times
together in 2022.

Helen Davison
11

Burping the baby

Advice from Frederick O’Hare..

I’ve had great fun in the motor. I’ve done a long road trip.
I also did a short road trip at the beginning, just to check it all out, The long road trip
was from my home which is on the Isle of Sheppey down to Dartmoor. From Dartmoor
on to Cornwall and from Cornwall back up to south Devon and then from south Devon
to North Devon. Then from North Devon to Somerset and then from Somerset to south
Wales and then up through the mountains to North Wales. Back down through
Birmingham and back home. Not bad for a 30 year old motor. A round trip in total was
just on 2000 miles. It is also my every day motor.
My membership No is 4100
Reg H6900VG

Malcolm Newell

Eastchurch

Lives & Loves......
We spent a wet weekend
at Sumners ponds. On
the Friday we sat out in
the sun for a cuppa On
Saturday it rained non
stop all day.
Then on Sunday we sat in
a flood.
The rest of the time it was
heavy showers,
We were lucky there was
a nice restaurant onsite
with a nice woodburner

and good food where we could warm up.
Camping in October!!!

Ginny Duly
12
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The joy of Romahoming.

A better use of space.

Malcolm’s C.15 HyLo.
Dear Roma Members, as I’m the proud owner of a 1990 HYLO, just to say thanks to
those who stopped the Roma club collapsing.
I have been a member for such a long time. I feel it’s a long time, but is probably only three
years.
I’ve not met many of the members. I would like to do so but other things have stopped me
going away, and doing so as it is at the moment with corona virus is not possible.
I bought my HYLO as a scrap vehicle in July 2018. The underneath was rotten from the cab
back. The whole thing needed
welding. All parts needed
replacing. I managed to get most
of the various parts needed from
different people .
I’ve got a good couple of guys
that weld vehicles. The total thing
come to around about £5500
actually. Buying the motor and
having the repairs done, I found
that they had tried to fit central
locking to it and had filled the
holes where the locks were.

I didn’t have any means of locking the vehicle so
I set to and put central locking in myself .

A photograph of the three drawers I fitted into
the under sink cupboard of my Romahome
R20 Jubilee. The top one is a plastic box, the
front is stiffened inside with 5mm plywood and
contains plates, pudding bowl etc..
The lower drawers are 5mm plywood with
wooden corner and base stiffening and contain
food items in plastic containers. The drawers
slide on Teflon taped aluminium angle runners
fastened to extra softwood framework.
The cutlery drawer is original Romahome
equipment.
Salt and Pepper are located in cut down plastic
drink bottles.
Dishwashing and cleaning equipment in the
bottom corner

John Carter. Member 1230.

Susan Calman’s Romahome.
Susans Calman’s Grand Day Out. Channel 5.
What is Susan Calman's
camper van?

I put switches inside the rear door so you could
work the solenoids from the rear door when it
was open.
The rear door was fitted with a Yale lock. The
struts for the roof were absolutely no good
whatsoever so I replaced them with dentist chair
electric 12 V struts. I then made brackets and
bits and pieces to go with them out of wood. It
came to £100 for four struts which I think is
excellent.

1999 Romahome Daihatsu
Hijet. “They delivered four
campervans, but I couldn't
drive any of them because I'm
so short. My little van is one of
the smallest ever made and
she's adorable – I called her
Helen Mirren.”

Malcolm Newell.

On Google.
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Susan Calman.
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Round and about............

Joan and Judy’s Scottish
Romahoming.

Back in 2018 Joan Peel and I ventured to Scotland in our Romahomes, and what a trip
it was! Firstly we met up on a site near Hereford and then to one of Joan's Romahome
friends in Flintshire. From there we travelled to Hawes, visiting The Creamery which was
very interesting and we bought some unusual cheese and yoghurt. There was a very old
fashioned sweet shop in
the town and I was able to
buy bars of Tiffin chocolate
which was always my
favourite!
On to Bellingham in
Northumberland. What a
county - so wild with farms
so isolated even I would
have been loathe to live so
far out of civilisation.
On the way to Holy Island
Joan saw a red squirrel
which crossed the road
behind me but in front of
her - I was green with
envy!
Because of the tide we
were unable to spend as
much time there as we
would have liked but felt
the sense of it being a very special place.

We had a look at Lochinver where we saw two Romahomes - one lady only wild camps
- and on to Altandhu looking over to Tanera Mor where my husband, children and I
spent a holiday to remember for two weeks in the seventies. Ullapool was next, then
Kinlochlewe where we got soaked taking our dogs for a walk. Morvich was next.
Joan drove us to Skye via the Glenachulish Turntable ferry - I think it is the only working
one of its' type in the world. The Aird peninsular was our target as we hadn't been there
on our visit to Skye a couple of years before.

We then stayed at Dunbar where we could see the Bass Rock, which was white with bird
pooh, and on to Braemar passing the famous Glenshee ski resort. Unfortunately we didn't
get an invitation to Balmoral but caught a glimpse as we drove by on our way to Turriff
and Banff to catch up with Janet Caisey who was staying with her daughter and family.
We stayed at Dingwall and had a look at Cromarty where we saw redundant oil platforms
(a bit eerie) - had lunch in the smallest cafe one could imagine.
The seats were upturned crates, but there was a wood burner which we were grateful
for!
Rosemarkie was next and we were lucky to see a few dolphins off Chanonry point.
Then we started on the N500 route up to John O'Groats.
We found a lovely shell beach on the first day but the weather turned and our planned trip
to The Orkneys was cancelled so we visited the Queen Mother’s Castle of Mey which
was very homely and interesting.
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From Morvich the Ben Nevis Site was our next stop, through the imposing Glencoe to
Maragowan (Killin) near Loch Tay where I found myself talking to a family from Devizes
which I lived near when in Wiltshire. Next stop North Ledaig and the midges! We spent
some time in Oban before going to Carradale near Cambletown on The Argyll & Bute
peninsula. Whilst there we went to The Mull of Kintyre and when the mist cleared could
see Northern Ireland.
We made our way back to Eric and Ann's Rally at Watlington via Strathclyde, Jedburgh,
Haltwhistle visiting the Housesteads Fort on Hadrian's Wall, York, Belper and Harbury.
From Morvich onwards the weather was unbelievably hot

Judy Foxwell
Just to say for both Joan and I it was the holiday never to be forgotten .
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